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Fair Price for Gas. Oil-Indexed Gas is Not 
Overpriced Compared to a Broad Range of 
Commodities

Source: Bloomberg

 The price for major portion of traded 
commodities has grown 3-4 times 
during last decade

 In comparison with other commodities, 
gas prices have been growing slower
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Before Moving from A to B You Should 
Understand where You Stand now 

• In order for the European hub to produce a sustainable price benchmark they should 
meet two requirements:
– Firstly, these prices should be a genuine barometer reflecting total continental supply and 

demand conditions in Europe and/or at least a large segment of it (for example, of the 
North-West).

– Secondly, hub prices should be independent from the oil-indexed prices, not driven by the 
fundamentals of another market.

• Mainstream European analysts share no doubts as to the readiness of the existing hubs 
to take over from oil products as price indexes for long-term supply contracts.
– For example, see J. Stern and H. Rogers, The Transition to Hub-Based Gas Pricing in 

Continental Europe. Oxford Institute of Energy Studies, NG 49, March 2011, pp.6-7.  

– They insist that there should be “a single mechanism for pricing gas” and hub prices 
“accurately reflect changing supply and demand conditions”.

– Further, even with all of their imperfections, they argue, European hubs provide the best 
indicator of a market price which long-term contracts increasingly need to reflect. Hub 
prices are driven by their own fundamentals and could be higher or lower than the oil-
indexed prices.

– According to the mainstream analysts, these two prices are independent from each other 
and exist nearly in parallel worlds.

• Realities of the existing hybrid gas market in Europe do not match with these 
mainstream conclusions.  



Pricing Model Options for Continental Europe Gas Market

Model Applicable To Description Supplier Acceptance

Oil Indexation Asia
• LT contracts 
• 100% indexed to oil
• No hubs

Yes

Hub North America
• Near absence of LT contracts
• Pricing based on supply & 

demand

Not the best option for 
Continental Europe

Eclectic Australia
• Hub pricing and LT contracts 

indexed to alternative fuels 
geographically separated

Could not be applied to Europe

Hybrid Continental 
Europe

• Oil/oil product indexed LT 
contracts dominance plus hubs

• Limited gas-indexed component 
in LT contracts

Yes

Modified
(supported 
by buyers) 

Continental 
Europe (?)

• LT contracts linked to gas 
indexes

• Hub pricing

Not workable for suppliers 
if they must maintain 

flexibility in uninterruptable 
contracts
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U.S. Pricing Model

Hub

End-users
Distribution Companies

Producers of all types

PHUS – hub price in the USA
SUS – total supply
DUS – total demand

PHUS = F (SUS,DUS)

PHCE ≠ F (SCE,DCE)
PHCE – hub price in Continental Europe
SHCE – total supply = SHICE + SHEUCE + SLNGCE +SUKCE,
where:
SHICE – sales to hubs by importers
SHEUCE – sales to hubs by end-users (ToP obl.)
SLNGCE – LNG supply to hubs
SUKCE – UK supplies through the Interconnector & BBL 
DHICE – demand by importers for hub gas
DHEUCE – demand by end-users for hub gas
DUKCE – UK deliveries through the Interconnector and BBL 

PHCE = F{(SHICE + SHEUCE + SLNGCE + SUKCE),(DHICE + DHEUCE + DUKCE)}

Hybrid Pricing Model

Hub(s)

End-users
Distribution Companies

Pipeline gas suppliers
(3rd countries)

LNG suppliers
(3rd countries)

Importers

Short-term
contracts

Long-term
contracts

Arbitrage through 
Interconnector & BBL

Hub Prices are not an Indication of European Supply 
and Demand
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Asymptotic Contract and Spot Price Behavior   
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Hub Prices are in Fact Derivatives of Oil-indexed 
Prices

Source: ICIS Heren

That asymptotic relationship explains why hub prices 
are formally ‘delinked’ but they are driven by oil 
indexes. NBP and TTF prices are not only reasonably 
aligned to each other but have a strong positive 
correlation with Gazprom’s oil-indexed prices with 
coefficients of 0.75 and 0.79, respectively. Doesn’t this 
prove that these prices are not free enough but are in 
fact derivates of Gazprom prices?
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Reasons for Hub Prices to be Lower than Contract 
Prices in a Mature Hybrid Pricing Model 

• The major reason for the price diversion is the value of 
flexibility provided by long-term pipeline suppliers.
– Hubs offer standard lots with no flexibility. 

• The second reason why spot prices usually lag behind contract 
prices is the existence of one-sided balancing on hubs.
– In the case of a short-term undersupply, it is more convenient to 

use the existing long-term contract arrangements for securing 
additional deliveries.

– In the case of oversupply, selling gas at hubs is a quick-fix.  

• The third reason for diversion between hub and long-term 
contract prices is the availability of flexible LNG that is 
rerouted from the USA, cheap gas from the UK that arrives to 
the Continent through the Interconnector, or gas from storage 
that was acquired at a time when contract prices were lower.
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Mechanism for Gas Price Erosion

Price

TimePeriod 1 Period 2 Period 3 Period 4 Period Х



Dumping by Buyers’ Cartel in Case of 100% 
Indexation

Dumping persists until Qs = Qc

Volumes consumed

Volumes purchased
for dumping on hubsQs

Qc

qs qs qs qs
qs qs
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USA & Continental Europe Pricing Models

1
USA Hub price is a function of total demand and supply

Continental Europe Hub prices are a function of multiple examples of arbitrage

2
USA One price at a level determined by Henry Hub

Continental Europe
Multiplicity of prices

Company supply managers determine the price of gas portfolio

3
USA

Majority of gas is sold on hubs

Majority of LT export contracts incorporate diversion clause

Continental Europe
Small volumes of physical trade on hubs represent primary sales

The remaining volumes of gas traded come from LT contracts for pipeline gas

4
USA High churn ratios

Continental Europe Churn ratio below 4 (low, but sufficient for balancing market)

Fundamental Differences
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What Makes Gas Loose its Value When it is not 
Linked to Oil?  
• Although the volumes of natural gas global exports are only 4 times lower in US$ 

value than the sales of oil, the financial markets have disregarded natural gas as an 
attractive hedging instrument. As a result gas price is not supported by the financial 
markets like many other commodities.

• There is another depressing factors that affect hub-priced gas prices. In the USA 
and UK, associated gas deliveries play a secondary or auxiliary role compared to oil 
deliveries.

• USA financial markets – principally futures markets – enable producers to lock in 
profits for years ahead. Low cash prices now do not discourage producers that sold 
today’s production up to three years ago at much higher and profitable prices.  As a 
result supply to price adjustment mechanisms do not function properly.  

• Almost all gas markets outside of North America lack the level of competition and 
liquidity to create the market mechanisms to fairly price gas as an independent 
commodity.

• For all the above reasons, oil indexing remains a valid pricing mechanism for long-
term commercial gas supply arrangements



Hybrid Pricing System Concept offers Answers 

2008 Clingendael’s Research Paper 
“concludes that there is no strong 
evidence that the current hybrid 
situation, in which both forms of 
gas pricing co-exist, cannot 
continue. There are also no 
overriding reasons to intervene in 
the market practices of price 
formation. Both systems have their 
advantages and disadvantages 
under different market conditions, 
and to some extent compliment 
each other in the current markets. 
Different types of risk and the 
appreciation thereof by the trading 
parties will determine particular 
choices of pricing rules and 
contracting conditions”.     
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THANK YOU FOR YOUR ATTENTION!
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